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MODUS ED - SWT

Erectile Dysfunction Shock Wave Therapy System

Meet
MODUS ED - SWT
With Erectile Dysfunction
Shock Wave Therapy System
No Pain & No Drug Therapy
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Technical Spesifactions
MEMORY

POWER

WORKING PRINCIPLE

10-user defined

100mJ-200mJ

Electrohydraulics
Focused

Treatment Protocol
PROBE HEADS

FREQUENCY

3 Units

1-4 Hz

WEIGHT

WARRANTY

35 kg
HANDPIECE

MODUS ED-SWT
Low Intensity Focus Model Shock Wave Therapy System
The ED-SWT system provides targeting and focusing to a selected anatomical region,
unlike the radial shock therapy system. It performs the direct transmission of shock
waves to the focal point. Modus ED-SWT, like Modus ESWT used in physiotherapy,
orthopedics, veterinary applications etc. It is also used in the treatment of erectile
dysfunction disorder known as impotence among the public.

Generator Warranty
5 Million Shock Pulses
POWER SUPPLY

24 Months

2x1A, 230 VAC
CLASSIFICATION

Conforms to EN 60601-1
Criteria Class 1 Type B

50/60 Hz, 50 W

IP 20 MDD 93/42 CEE Class IIb

TFT Touch Screen
DIMENSION (W-L-H)

100C ≤ temperature ≤ 300C
30% ≤ humidity ≤ 75%
700 hPa ≤ atm press. ≤1060 hPa

FUSES

220-240 VAC

DISPLAY

OPERATING ENVIRONMENT

CONDITIONS

0% ≤ humidity ≤ 95%
500 hPa ≤ atm press. ≤1060 hPa

m a d e

i n

INSULATION

Internal 12 V DC
Transformer Insulation

450mm x 350mm
x 930mm
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What is Erectile Dysfunction (ED)?
Impotence (Erectile Dysfunction), which is known as erectile dysfunction, is the inability
to initiate or continue the erection required for sexual intercourse.

Cardiovascular patients

Prostate Surgery underwent
patients

40 years and older

Patients with Psychological
Problems

With Whom Erectile Dysfunction
problem seen?
Alcohol and Smoking
Consumers

Persons With Limited Life
Activities.

Systematic Diseases (Diabetes Prostate)
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Low Intensity
Shock Wave Therapy
Shock waves are waves that carry energy and spread through an environment.
Therefore, it cannot be targeted and focused on a selected anatomical region at a far

What Causes
Erectile Dysfunction?
Hardening of the male genitals occurs when the sinusoid in the tissues of the corpora
cavernosa in the structure of the penis is filled with blood. During sexual intercourse
arteries, which are loosened by signals from the central nervous system, help to deliver
more blood to these sinusoids. The increase in pressure as a result of blood filling

distance. In low intensity shock wave therapy, shock waves cause mechanical stress
and micro trauma when applied to an anatomical region. This mechanical stress and
micro-trauma lead to the formation of angiogenic factors. Thus, it induces a series of
biological reactions that increase blood flow and trigger neovascularization of tissue.

Less Vein / Less Blood ( Before Therapy)

makes the penis tissues stimulates the Tunica albuginea region, which is vital for the
maintenance of erection. This activated zone maintains the erection state by constant
adjustment of blood flow in the penis. Any physical discomfort that prevents this blood
filling causes the penis to harden or the hardness cannot be preserved.
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Moderate Vein / Moderate Blood
(During Therapy)

What is ED-SWT?
Shock wave therapy uses acoustic waves applied on some parts of the body to initiate
a process called neovascularization. As a result of neovascularization, new blood
vessels are formed. Low Intensity Shock Wave Therapy is a recently found treatment for
erectile dysfunction (ED). After Modus ED-SWT treatment, vascular stenosis disorders
are treated permanently.

More Vein / More Blood ( After Therapy)

How is ED-SWT applied?
ED-SWT treatment is applied directly to various parts of the penis and the root of the
penis.300 shots are delivered to each applied area in a single session and a total of
1,500 shocks are applied. The shoots are applied to 5 different points in the penis. The
treatment lasts 6 sessions. Treatment can be completed in 3-10 sessions depending
on the severity of the condition. Each session lasts approximately 20 minutes. No
preparation like Sedation, soothing, required before treatment. There are no side
effects such as pain, ache, swelling, bruising, burning and irritation during or after the
procedure.
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AVERAGE SUCCESS RATE
After Therapy

Before Therapy

% 80

% 20

Advantages and Achievements of ED-SWT
In the Treatment no usage of drugs, prostheses and so on. This treatment method
is completely non-invasive.
It does not need to be used before every sexual intercourse as in other treatment
methods.
The patient continues his daily activity after the procedure.

Does not require anesthesia or sedation during and after the procedure.
ED-SWT treatment success is over 80%. In severe patients who do not respond
even to drug treatment, the success rate exceeds 60%.
- After ED-SWT treatment, patients no longer need the medication they used
before.
- No side effects.
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VARIOUS RESEARCHES
Wang and his colleagues, known for their work in the field of ED-SWT, have explored
ED-SWT treatment and have discovered that ED-SWT has stimulated the expression of
growth factors associated with angiogenesis, such as endothelial nitric oxide synthase
and vascular endothelial growth factor, and endothelial cell proliferation factors,
such as proliferation cell nuclear antigen. They also reported that ED-SWT leads to
neovascularization and as a result improves blood flow. In addition, there was a significant
increase in neovascularization and cell proliferation values with angiogenic levels; they
observed that the effect of this increase continued for a long time.
The effect of ED-SWT on vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF) levels has also been
reported by Gutersohn et al. *They observed that ED-SWT significantly increased mRNA
levels in cells.Studies by Nishida et al. Have shown that VEGF expression of ED-SWT is
significantly upregulated in ischemic myocardial cells after treatment.

SOURCE
Gutersohn A., Caspari G., Vopahl M., Erbel R. (1999) Upregulation of VEGF mRNA in HUVEC
via shock Waves. In Proceedings of the International Conference From Genes to Therapy
in Ischemic and Heart Muscle Disease, Marburg, Germany, 9–10 October
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THE AVERAGE INCREASE IN PENIS DIAMETER

0.5 cm and above

BEFORE
THERAPY
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No Drug
No Pain
THERAPY

AFTER
THERAPY
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+90 312 255 33 46
+90 312 255 3347 (fax)

info@incelermedikal.com

İVOGSAN HASEMEK SANAYİ SİTESİ 22. CAD.
1465 SOKAK NO:6 OSTİM, YENİMAHALLE
ANKARA / TURKEY

Whatsapp
+90 553 370 2910 (International Sales)
+90 542 640 7283 (Domestic Sales)
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